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Machine Learning & Algorithmic Trading
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Agenda



TOPICS FOR TODAY 

1. Reading Financial Time Series Data with pandas 
2. Working with pandas DataFrame objects 
3. Formulating a Financial Trading Strategy 
4. Vectorized Backtesting of the Trading Strategy 
5. Getting More Realistic by Considering Bid-Ask Spread 
6. Random Walk Hypothesis 
7. Prediction based on Classification Algorithm 
8. Out-of-Sample Performance of Fitted Model



Interactive style as a major element 
“Making mistakes together.”



Skill-based workshop approach 
From Anders Ericsson (2016): Peak — Secrets from the New Science of Expertise. 

The Booley Head, London.

“When you look at how people are trained in the professional and business 
worlds, you find a tendency to focus on knowledge at the expense of skills.”

“... I believe the best approach will be to develop skills-based training programs 
that will supplement or completely replace the knowledge-based approaches 

that are the norm now in many places. The strategy acknowledges that because 
what is ultimately most important is what people are to do, 
training should focus on doing rather than on knowing.”



The Gist



https://goo.gl/Dvwhe8

http://gist.github.com/yhilpisch



The Data



We work with EOD data for the EUR/USD rate 
Data Source: FXCM Financial Capital Markets Ltd.

http://hilpisch.com/eurusd.csv



The Benchmark Case 
of Random Walks



“For many years, economists, statisticians, and teachers of finance have been 
interested in developing and testing models of stock price behavior. One important 

model that has evolved from this research is the theory of random walks. This theory 
casts serious doubt on many other methods for describing and predicting stock price 
behavior—methods that have considerable popularity outside the academic world. 

For example, we shall see later that, if the random-walk theory is an accurate 
description of reality, then the various “technical” or “chartist” procedures for 

predicting stock prices are completely without value.”

Eugene F. Fama (1965): “Random Walks in Stock Market Prices”.



“A market is efficient with respect to an information set S if it is impossible to make 
economic profits by trading on the basis of information set S.”

Michael Jensen (1978): “Some Anomalous Evidence Regarding Market Efficiency”.



If a the price of a financial instrument follows a
(simple) random walk 

(no drift & normally distributed returns),
then it rises and falls with

the same probability of 50% (“toss of a coin”).

In such a case,
the best predictor of tomorrow’s stock price

—in a least-squares sense—
is today’s stock price.
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